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For any healthcare institution, an excellent source of new donors can be grateful patients. Programs that
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reach out to these individuals can form the cornerstones of successful healthcare fundraising operations.
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A grateful patient program can only be strong when it meets development, institutional, and donor needs.
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prospects. The good news is that healthcare fundraisers have the potential to increase donations by
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engaging with the very constituents who walk through their doors everyday … grateful patients.

data will be accessed

you need and plan

Developing a successful grateful patient program will be a significant undertaking for any organization;
therefore, it should be regarded with care. To ensure that grateful patients are cultivated appropriately
and effectively, it will be important for your organization to take a thorough review of several key factors.
The details need not be overwhelming; however, the approach for putting together a program of this type
should be methodical and well planned. You will need dedicated resources and staff time to ensure its
success. You will also need to secure buy-in from various stakeholders: administration, physicians, and
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board members to name a few.
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The steps outlined below are intended to guide healthcare organizations through some of the questions
that should be reviewed prior to and during the development of a grateful patient program. They are not
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exhaustive — each healthcare organization must develop a program that speaks to their unique needs.
The best way to begin is to make sure your team is prepared to manage this special type of constituent
while achieving successful measurable results.
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Review privacy laws and consult with general counsel
The first step you should take is to simply find out if you can have access to patient information. You’ll
want to refer to your organization’s policies regarding HIPAA and any applicable state laws. While all
healthcare institutions are subject to HIPAA, internal compliance officers may add additional restrictions
on the type of information you may access. You will want to make sure your patient program is in line with
state and federal laws as well as your organization’s policies.
Be prepared to explain what pieces of information you need and for what purpose. A good rule of
thumb is to ask, “What is the minimum amount of information I need to do my job?” The Association
for Healthcare Philanthropy’s analysis of HIPAA provides a comprehensive review for these situations.
Anticipating the questions your legal team may ask ahead of time will strengthen your case and prepare
you for productive dialogue with this group.
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••

What type of files will you be receiving from your patient management system? And what ||kind
of access will you have to those files? To answer these questions, you will need to consult with
members of your IT team. They should also be involved in vendor discussions since they will most
likely be involved in providing you with patient data.

••

How many users will be accessing this information? And from where? You may be able to ||manage
data through a shared spreadsheet or your team may need to access a database from multiple
locations. In this case, a SaaS (software as a service) solution may be the best choice.

Determine how patient data will be accessed and managed
A crucial step in the planning process will be to determine which individuals will be responsible for
accessing and managing data. The administration of patient data and any subsequent wealth screenings
should be met with a team approach. An example of this type of process would be to have the database
administrator oversee the transfer of data and have primary responsibility for getting patient lists and/
or wealth screened names to the director of development. The director of development can then review
the names and filter information to major gift officers for patient visits and also ensure that the remaining
names receive appropriate solicitation via direct mail. Development officers can then target visits not just
on geographic location or internal flags but on capacity as well. During these visits, it may be appropriate
to provide light touches to let the family and the patient know they have a resource in the development
office during their stay. These items can include flowers sent to the patient’s room or even smaller
gestures such as a gift card for free coffee from the hospital gift shop.
It will be important regardless of staff size that the members of the development team understand their
roles in the process and that actions associated with those roles are tracked and measured. You will want
to ensure your organization has enough data to allow for meaningful decisions but not so much that it
becomes overwhelming to supervise.
Another vital component of successful grateful patient programs is having the ability to screen potential
donors for wealth. This type of screening can be done in a variety of ways. One of the most effective is
to conduct daily screenings based on the patient census. Often, this type of screening will provide an
estimated wealth figure that corresponds to a wealth ranking. The idea is that the summary screening can
be done very quickly on a specific set of data sources and returned by a vendor within a short time frame
— often before the patient leaves the facility. Screening in this manner allows development officers to
target visits to the highest capacity patients while they are in care. For this type of brief visit, a full wealth
screening is typically not needed prior to the visit.
Individuals that do not rate as high on initial wealth screenings can then be approached via direct mail.
The organization can adapt the wealth data to appropriate annual fund amounts. When targeting a
broader population, it is crucial that a system is in place to handle the additional information. You will
want to track appeal information and store constituent details so they can be moved to the fundraising
database once patients become donors.
Continued on following page
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Establish staff and budget resources for patient fundraising
The correct level of staffing and budget resources dedicated to patient fundraising will vary from organization
to organization. Regardless, healthcare development officers often face unique challenges when advocating
for staff and budget resources. The investment opportunity to be found in a full-time employee (FTE) dedicated
to fundraising may be harder to translate to the organization’s CFO than the potential income generated from
the installation of a new X-ray machine. It will be important to carefully articulate how much staff time your
program will require and what other costs you plan to incur. Following best practices for calculating both direct
and indirect costs will be helpful in advocating for the funds you need.
An organization that plans to use direct mail as their only solicitation following patient discharge will need
fewer FTE resources for their purposes than an organization that plans to solicit using direct mail and
conduct daily patient visits. Resource allocation may be guided by the number of beds in a facility or
whether or not the program will include both inpatients and outpatients. It is likely that you will start with
patient fundraising duties being added to current development staff roles with budget and staff growing
as the program becomes more successful.

Prepare to work with the entire healthcare organization
Think carefully about how your new development activities will impact the staff and clinical team in your
organization. Work in tandem with these individuals to educate the entire healthcare organization about
your new program. Communication to other hospital employees should be twofold at minimum: written
and verbal. While sending a simple email might seem like the easiest way to unveil the new program, it
may not reach some of your key partners (i.e. nurses, personal care technicians). You will need to meet
these team members where they do their work. This may mean making a brief presentation at employee
forums or perhaps stopping by nurse manager meetings to discuss the program.
This type of training may be outside of the norm for many development professionals. The sessions with
the clinical teams do not need to be lengthy but should help prepare your co-workers for participation
and make them feel comfortable with your efforts on behalf of the healthcare system.

Program structure and follow up
A thriving grateful patient fundraising program will have implications for the larger healthcare organization.
Some iterations of this type of program include providing concierge services such as laptop use during
hospital stays for major donors. Other programs simply try to ensure potential donors receive a visit from
hospital staff while they are in care. This activity will be more focused if your organization opts to screen
these individuals for wealth on a daily basis. Regardless of donor capacity, visits by development staff
should be brief and as unobtrusive as possible.
In deciding what types of services you will offer, it is important to note that the “perks” associated with
grateful patient programs must never be related to clinical care. If possible, the benefits given to program
Continued on following page
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participants should be available to all patients and their families perhaps on a pay-per-use basis. While
there is no right or wrong answer as to which type of program is best, it will be crucial to clearly define
the activities that will best complement organization. You will want to think about what program functions
your office can support and how they fit into the larger fundraising picture.
Once visits are made, contact information should be logged in the main CRM. Next steps can then
incorporate detailed prospect research including full wealth screening and discovery calls. While grateful
patient relationships are unique, their cultivation still lends itself well to traditional moves management and
fundraising best practices.
For patients not receiving visits while in care, solicitation can be incorporated into a direct mail campaign.
Verify that none of the individuals solicited in this manner have opted out of receiving fundraising materials.
Messaging and length of time between discharge and solicitation should be tested. You do not want your
grateful patients to receive their solicitation letters the same day they receive their bills. Working with the
billing department can help alleviate overlap in this area. It is also a good idea to have the compliance office
review any solicitation materials to ensure they follows state and federal privacy laws.
Once the campaign is in place, you should determine a system for tracking the success of the appeals.
In addition to dollars raised, organizations will also want to track size of gift, variances between grateful
patients and regular donors, and the length of time from solicitation to gift. This type of knowledge will be
useful for further refining annual fund appeals for this population.

Return on investment measurement
Consistent grateful patient cultivation is unlikely to happen unless someone is looking to measure the
results from those efforts. Institutions will want to make certain they review length of solicitation, visits
made versus dollars raised, and percent of donors giving repeat gifts after their initial contribution.
Another important piece of data to track and manage will be stewardship. This will help ensure individuals
are thanked for their contributions and the program sees long term success.
This is not to say that you will want to ignore bottom-line dollars raised, but with initial program startup,
that number may be a lagging indicator of success. One important measurement that can be tracked
from day one is how long it takes for a donation to be received following patient discharge and/or initial
contact from the healthcare organization. For example, it is useful for the fundraising team to know that
on average most grateful patients who give $50-$250 do so approximately three weeks after discharge
and within one week of receiving a solicitation letter from the development office. Understanding donor
feedback such as this can help development staff optimize direct mail, ensuring the best solicitation plan
is in place.
Despite individuals having been in care, a systematic moves management plan will still need to be
developed. From there, organizations can begin to track what moves seem to work best (i.e. peer-to-peer
solicitation or staff cultivation) along with how many steps it takes to move an individual from patient to
Continued on following page
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major donor. Metrics reviewed should be aligned with larger healthcare system goals. Be sure to review
actions that have a shorter return on investment. For major gift prospects, this may simply be whether or
not they take a call from a major gift officer following their release from care. Monitoring this metric could
include reviewing the number of newly identified prospects and tracking how quickly the development
team moves these individuals to cultivation.

Summary
It is possible to develop a strong grateful patient program that meets both institution and donor needs.
Members of the development office should drive these efforts, but in doing so, they should take care that
they do not operate the program in a vacuum. The entire organization should work toward developing
a culture of philanthropy that ultimately benefits the community and its needs. Thoughtful planning that
takes a broad approach will yield the best results and help organizations maximize both internal resources
and fundraising dollars.
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